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26/11: Kasab hanged to death Nearly four years after the 26/11 Mumbai carnage, Pakistani terrorist Mohammed Ajmal Amir Kasab
was hanged in Yerawada Jail in Pune.
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Patrons honour memory of chef
Pradeep Vijayakar, TNN | Nov 24, 2009, 12.15AM IST

MUMBAI: Anjali and Michael Pollack, who survived the harrowing siege at the Taj Mahal Hotel,
were among the many who returned to the Taj to thank the staff and the wife of celebrated Taj
chef Vijay Banja who did not make it out alive. In September 2009, Banja's wife Fareda passed
away after battling a "short illness". She is survived by their son, Rohan. 

Anjali, who runs a design studio in the US, said: "Banja was an absolute godsend to us that night.
Despite the tense situation, he always had a smile and an encouraging word for us. I was in touch
with him all through the nightmare, and was devastated to learn of his passing.'' 

On the night of 26/11, Banja went beyond his call of duty. "He was not afraid. He kept reassuring
us and encouraging us to remain calm. I believe it was because of him that we made it out of the
hotel alive,'' said Anjali. "Please know that we will never forget him.'' 

When the US journalist and talk show host Charlie Rose asked Michael about the lessons he
remembered and learned from 26/11, the survivor replied: "The real gift, beyond a second chance
at life, is to have seen the selfless nature of others at a time of absolute mayhem and barbarity. To
see how selfless human beings can really be. It is something Anjali and I can only hope to emulate
in the future.'' 

Zubin, Vijay Banja's brother-in-law said: "Vijay was always helpful and it comes as no surprise to
learn that even in the darkest of times, he would be the first to help. He was, in every sense of the
word, a `Taj Man' and gave 28 years of his life to his job.''
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